Reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms involve the deep nesting of distinct components, where each component typically exhibits opportunities for distributed computation. Current RL libraries offer parallelism at the level of the entire program, coupling all the components together and making existing implementations difficult to extend, combine, and reuse. We argue for building composable RL components by encapsulating parallelism and resource requirements within individual components, which can be achieved by building on top of a flexible task-based programming model. We demonstrate this principle by building Ray RLlib on top of Ray [40] and show that we can implement a wide range of state-of-the-art algorithms by composing and reusing a handful of standard components. This composability does not come at the cost of performance -in our experiments, RLlib matches or exceeds the performance of highly optimized reference implementations. Ray RLlib is available as part of Ray at https://github.com/ray-project/ray/.
Introduction
Advances in parallel computing and composition through symbolic differentiation were fundamental to the recent success of deep learning. Today, there are a wide range of deep learning frameworks [1, 11, 17, 31] that enable rapid innovation in neural network design and facilitate training at the scale necessary for progress in the field.
In contrast, while the reinforcement learning community enjoys the advances in systems and abstractions for deep learning, there has been comparatively less progress in the design of systems and abstractions for reinforcement learning. Nonetheless, many of the challenges in reinforcement learning stem from the need to scale learning and simulation while also integrating a rapidly evolving space of algorithms and models. As a consequence, there is a fundamental need for composable parallel primitives to support research in reinforcement learning.
In the absence of a single dominant computational pattern (e.g., tensor algebra) or fundamental rules of composition (e.g., symbolic differentiation), the design and implementation of reinforcement learning algorithms can often be cumbersome, requiring RL researchers to directly reason about complex nested parallelism. Unlike typical operators in deep learning frameworks, individual components may require parallelism across a cluster, use a neural network defined by a deep learning framework, recursively issue calls to other components, or interface with black-box third-party simulators. In essence, the heterogeneous and distributed nature of many of these components poses a key challenge to reasoning about their parallel composition. Meanwhile, the main algorithms that connect these components are rapidly evolving and expose opportunities for parallelism at varying levels. Finally, RL algorithms manipulate substantial amounts of state (e.g., replay buffers and model parameters) that must be managed across multiple levels of parallelism and different physical devices.
The substantial recent progress in RL algorithms and applications has resulted in a large and growing number of RL libraries [16, 19, 26, 28, 32, 48] . While some of these are highly scalable, few enable the composition of components at scale. In large part, this is due to the fact that many of the frameworks used by these libraries rely on communication between long-running program replicas for distributed execution (e.g., MPI [24] , Distributed TensorFlow [11] , and parameter servers [34] ). As this programming model ignores component boundaries, it does not naturally encapsulate parallelism and resource requirements within individual components. 1 As a result, reusing these distributed components requires the insertion of appropriate control points in the program, a burdensome and error-prone process (Section 2). As a result of this lack of encapsulation, most reinforcement learning algorithms are implemented from scratch. This includes the recreation not only of the RL components but also of the underlying distributed communication and execution logic. We believe that the ability to build scalable RL algorithms by composing and reusing existing components and implementations is essential for the rapid development and progress of the field. 2 Toward this end, we argue for structuring distributed RL components around the principle of parallelism encapsulation [23, 44] . This would enable one parallel or distributed component to call another, possibly in parallel, without any modifications to the called component (see Figure 2 for an example).
In contrast with existing distributed frameworks for implementing large-scale RL algorithms, we argue that a flexible task-based programming model is much more natural, as it permits this type of encapsulation. We demonstrate this by building RLlib and providing a set of reusable components that can be used to build a wide variety of the RL algorithms that have been proposed. We also highlight the benefits of encapsulation by providing a pluggable SGD module that allows different SGD strategies (allreduce, local synchronous, and asynchronous) to be swapped in independently of the rest of the algorithm.
The Importance of Composition
A reinforcement learning library with composable components would enable the rapid development and prototyping of new algorithms using high-performance components, similar to the way in which deep learning frameworks enable the rapid development of new neural network architectures. Many RL algorithms already require the use of many components. For example, a component that implements policy evaluation by running parallel rollouts over many CPUs could be called by a component that implements data-parallel distributed stochastic gradient descent on multiple GPUs. This entire setup could be run inside of a component that runs hyperparameter search as an outer loop. RL algorithms exhibit this pattern at multiple levels as shown in Figure 1 .
As natural as this is, the actual implementation of such a scheme is typically done from scratch without the reuse of existing distributed components, and the end product is typically tightly coupled to a one-off message passing scheme crafted for the algorithm at hand.
A library exhibiting parallelism encapsulation would allow the nesting of components without modifying the called components. For example, the hyperparameter search component would invoke multiple copies of the gradient-based optimizer without touching the optimizer's internals.
As another example, a caller of the gradient-based optimizer may wish to obtain its status, pause the optimizer, checkpoint its state, or adjust its parameters. Traditional message passing frameworks like MPI require explicit algorithm modification to insert these points of coordination. In contrast, with components that encapsulate parallelism and resource requirements, the caller could make these decisions without modification to the downstream components. See Figure 2 for an example. Ultimately, these design principles make it easier to reuse, extend, and combine existing RL components. Beyond reusability, ease of development is critical for the fast design and evaluation of novel distributed RL applications such as AlphaGo [53, 54] and Neural Architecture Search [15, 62] , currently implemented as specialized distributed systems. We demonstrate this ourselves in RLlib by implementing a novel hybrid of Proximal Policy Optimization [52] and Evolution Strategies [47] with only a few lines of code (Section 2.3.2), which was only possible due to RLlib's composition-oriented design.
Survey of Components
Modern RL algorithms span a large and complex design space. However, many components of these algorithms appear in many different algorithms. To orient the reader, we include a list of some of the more familiar RL algorithm components in Table 1 . Table 1 : RLlib provides scalable abstractions that capture commonly used components (Evaluation, Replay, Gradient-based Optimizer), and leverages Ray's system primitives to provide support for other distributed components. We provide an extended discussion of these families in Appendix A.
Algorithm Family Policy Evaluation
Replay Buffer
Gradient Based Optimization

Other Distributed Components
Policy Gradient [61, 50, 52, 55, 37] DQNs [38, 49, 57, 59, 14, 29, 41] Off-policy PG [35, 25, 58, 30] Model-Based/Hybrid [60, 45, 42] Model-Based Planning
Multi-Agent [36, 20, 39, 46, 21] Evolutionary Methods [47, 27] Derivative-Free Optimization AlphaGo [53, 54] MCTS, Derivative-Free Optimization
Proposal: A Task-Based Design Principle
As highlighted in Section 1, parallelization of entire programs using frameworks like MPI [24] and Distributed Tensorflow [11] typically require explicit algorithm modifications to insert points of coordination when trying to compose two programs or components together ( Figure 2 ). This limits the ability to rapidly prototype novel distributed RL applications.
We propose building RL libraries on top of flexible task-based programming models like Ray [40] . Task-based systems allow functions to be scheduled and executed asynchronously on remote machines and for results to be retrieved at a later time. In Section 3, we elaborate on the properties that make Ray a highly-performant fit for building composable RL components.
Ray Primitives
There are a few primitives required for such a task-based programming model. First, to allow tasks launched by the program to in turn launch more tasks, the framework must provide a flexible remote call API. Second, to provide the best performance, it is necessary to support stateful remote classes. Finally, the framework must support efficient communication between remote tasks and classes.
Remote Functions and Classes: Ray meets the first requirements by providing a remote call abstraction for Python functions and classes. Any Python function may be run as a remote task, and any Python class may be constructed remotely (this makes all class method calls remote tasks).
Efficient Communication: Ray provides standard communication primitives such as aggregate and broadcast, and critically enables the zero-copy sharing of large data objects through shared memory.
RLlib APIs
Ray RLlib provides scalable abstractions for performance-critical tasks such as distributed sample collection and SGD. Following the platform-application design pattern [56] , RLlib's APIs are general and work with multiple deep learning frameworks, including TensorFlow and PyTorch.
Encapsulating Parallelism in Training
The composability advantages of the task-based model come from the relatively short duration of tasks compared to the overall program. To understand this, consider a training task that runs continuously until completion -it would present no opportunity for the caller of the task to adjust training except to kill the task. Each RLlib algorithm defines a train(alg) → result method that runs one logical iteration of training. Between iterations, control decisions may be made, e.g. whether to continue training, checkpoint, adjust parameters, or stop. Iterations typically make calls to multiple remote classes (i.e. Python objects created on other machines by Ray, also known as Ray actors) that retain state between calls for efficiency.
Pluggable SGD within the Task Model
RLlib includes an RL optimizer module that manages the common and performance-critical tasks of distributed sampling and SGD. This takes the form of a number of built-in SGD strategies that include the choice between synchronous and asynchronous execution ( Figure 3 ). The user can specify a SGD strategy, or the RLlib optimizer can choose one automatically.
For gradient-based algorithms to leverage these optimizer strategies, RLlib requires those algorithms to implement an Evaluator abstraction. Evaluators are classes that define the following methods, where X is a vector of experiences, θ is the model parameters, and ev is the evaluator:
Any object that implements these interfaces is an Evaluator. A typical SGD programming API implements step(L(θ), X, θ) → θ opt . RLlib's optimizers take as input a local Evaluator and array of remote Evaluators instead, i.e. step(E local , E 1..n , θ) → θ opt .
To make the role of Evaluators concrete, consider the following example implementation of train for the PPO algorithm [52] , also shown graphically in Figure 4 (a). Algorithm initialization creates an appropriate RL optimizer ( Figure 3 ) and many PPO-specific Evaluators for parallelism, each of which includes a replica of the PPO policy model and loss. Each train call runs a number of optimizer steps: The Evaluator abstraction has the following advantages. Firstly, the optimizer can make decisions based on locality information from Evaluators, as described in Appendix C. Secondly, this API encapsulates the choice of SGD strategy, enabling authors to e.g. choose between synchronous and asynchronous implementations as outlined in Figure 3 , without needing to modify algorithm code. Finally, the Evaluator interface entirely encapsulates the model graph and loss functions, allowing SGD implementations to be improved and reused across different deep learning frameworks. All of RLlib's gradient-based algorithms use this pluggable SGD interface. In Section 4, we show that Ray's SGD strategies provide performance comparable to highly optimized parameter server and MPI-based [24] implementations. Pulling out a distributed SGD abstraction is easy in a task-based model since the SGD component's parallelism can be entirely encapsulated. 
Independent components
Framework-dependent components
API Completeness and Generality
Composing Popular Algorithms with RLlib
We demonstrate the composability of the proposed components by implementing the following algorithms as part of RLlib:
Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO): RLlib's PPO implementation (Figure 4(a) ) starts by creating a number of remote Evaluator processes in the cluster, which encapsulate the PPO policy and loss. Since PPO's loss function permits multiple SGD passes over sample data, when there is sufficient GPU memory available RLlib chooses a faster SGD strategy ( Table 2 ) that pins data into local GPU memory. In each iteration, the optimizer collects samples from Evaluators, performs optimization locally, and then broadcasts the new model weights.
A3C: RLlib's A3C implementation uses the asynchronous SGD strategy (Figure 3 ). The strategy requests gradients from A3C Evaluators, sends weights in each request, and continuously updates the local model. This resembles a parameter server model with an inversion of control that encapsulates the worker parallelism. To minimize request-to-gradient latency, A3C Evaluators queue sample batches in a separate internal thread.
DQN:
Since DQN is much more sample efficient that PPO, it is typically run with only a single Evaluator, wrapped in a replay buffer. In this case, RLlib chooses an embedded same-process SGD optimizer to minimize data transfer overheads. The DQN Evaluator implements an additional DQN-specific method to set the target network weights.
Evolution Strategies (ES): ES is a derivative-free optimization algorithm that scales well to clusters with thousands of CPUs. We were able to port a reference single-threaded implementation of ES to RLlib with only a few changes, suggesting that Ray's primitives (Section 3) generalize well, and that the flexible task-based programming model imposes minimal burden on developers.
Generalization to Complex Architectures
PPO-ES:
We tried implementing a new RL algorithm that runs PPO updates in the inner loop of an ES optimization step that randomly perturbs the PPO models. Within an hour, we were able to deploy to a small cluster for evaluation. The implementation took only ∼50 lines of code and did not require modifying the PPO implementation, showing the value of encapsulation. In our experiments ( Figure  7 in Appendix E.2), PPO-ES outperformed base PPO, converging faster and to a higher reward on the Walker2d-v1 task. A similarly modified A3C-ES implementation solved PongDeterministic-v4 in 30% less time than the baseline. AlphaGo Zero: We show how AlphaGo could be implemented as a top-level RLlib algorithm. RLlib pseudocode for the ∼70 line main algorithm loop is provided in the Appendix E.3. Though our design is bare-bones, it is functionally complete and can leverage Ray's automatic checkpointing for fault-tolerance (Section 3). We discuss notable differences from prior RL algorithms:
1. Top-down control of multiple distributed components: AlphaGo Zero uses multiple distributed components that run concurrently: model optimizers, self-play evaluators, candidate model evaluators, and the shared replay buffer. In our RLlib implementation, these are managed as stateful components under the training task. Each task loops over component statuses to process new results, routing data between components and launching new component replicas as needed.
2. Shared replay buffer: Unlike DQN, which wraps a single Evaluator to add replay, AlphaGo Zero shares a replay buffer among many self-play Evaluator instances. This required routing game results to the shared buffer, which took ∼7 additional lines of code in the train function.
3. Best player: AlphaGo Zero tracks the current best model and only populates its replay buffer with self-play from that model. Candidate models must achieve a ≥ 55% victory margin to replace the best model. Supporting this required ∼10 lines of code.
4. Monte-carlo tree search: MCTS is added as a sub-routine of each self-play Evaluator. Since Ray supports parallelism encapsulation, discussed in Section 3, MCTS can also easily be distributed.
Hyperparameter Search Integration: Ray also provides a distributed hyperparameter search library independent of RLlib, which efficiently evaluates trials with early stopping algorithms [33, 22] . We were able to use this to evaluate RLlib algorithms, which are themselves distributed, with the addition of ∼5 lines of code per algorithm to return RL-specific training results (Appendix E.4). This suggests that Ray's primitives are well suited for interoperability between distributed components.
The Programming and Execution Model
In this section, we discuss some of the properties of Ray [40] that enable the implementation of scalable and composable RL algorithms in RLlib.
Nested parallelism: Building RL algorithms by composing distributed components creates multiple levels of nested parallel calls (Figure 1 ). Since components make decisions that may affect downstream calls, the call graph is also inherently dynamic. Ray supports this with parallelism encapsulation, which allows any Python function or class method to be invoked remotely as a lightweight task. For example, func.remote() executes func remotely and immediately returns a placeholder result which can later be retrieved or passed to other tasks.
Lightweight tasks: Remote call overheads in Ray are on the order of hundreds of microseconds 3 when scheduled on the same machine. When machine resources are saturated, tasks spill over to other nodes in the Ray cluster, increasing latencies to around one millisecond. This enables parallel algorithms to scale seamlessly to multiple machines while preserving high single-node throughput.
Resource Awareness: RL algorithms have components with varying resource requirements, utilizing both GPUs and CPUs. Without resource requirement encapsulation in Ray, distributed components can improperly allocate resources especially during nested parallel calls which can cause algorithms to fail. Ray allows remote calls to specify resource requirements and utilizes a resource-aware scheduler to preserve component performance.
Stateful computation:
Tasks can share mutable state with other tasks. This is critical for tasks that operate on and mutate stateful objects like third-party simulators or neural network weights. Tasks operating on the same mutable state are encapsulated as method invocations of a remote class (i.e. Ray actor). A class cls can be instantiated remotely via c = cls.remote(), and tasks operating on the remote class can be invoked via c.method.remote(). All current RLlib algorithms use remote classes due to the greater performance.
High-performance data sharing: RL workloads involve sharing large quantities of data (e.g., rollouts and neural network weights) between workers. Ray supports this by allowing data objects to be passed directly between workers without passing through any central bottleneck. Worker processes on the same machine can also read data objects through shared memory without copies. This enables the performance of RLlib algorithms (Section 4).
Straggler mitigation:
Stragglers can significantly impact the performance of distributed algorithms at scale [18] . RLlib supports straggler mitigation in a generic way via the ray.wait primitive. For example, in PPO we use this to drop the slowest few Evaluator tasks, at the cost of some bias.
Fault tolerance: Similarly, failure events become significant at scale [13] . RLlib enables applicationlevel checkpointing between tasks and also leverages Ray's built-in fault tolerance mechanisms [40] , allowing the use of cheaper preemptible cloud compute instances [2, 3] .
Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of RLlib on Evolution Strategies (ES), Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO), and A3C, comparing against specialized systems built specifically for those algorithms [7, 28, 4] using Redis, OpenMPI, and Distributed TensorFlow. The same hyperparameters were used in all experiments (Appendix D). We used TensorFlow to define neural networks for the RLlib algorithms evaluated.
RLlib's ES implementation scales well on the Humanoid-v1 task to 8192 cores using AWS m4.16xl CPU instances [5] . With 8192 cores, we achieve a reward of 6000 in a median time of 3.7 minutes, which is over twice as fast as the best published result [47] . For PPO we evaluate on the same Humanoid-v1 task, starting with one p2.16xl GPU instance and adding m4.16xl instances to scale. This cost-efficient local SGD strategy (Table 2) outperformed the reference MPI implementation that required multiple expensive GPU instances to scale.
We also ran RLlib's A3C on a 16-CPU machine and solved the PongDeterministic-v4 environment in 12 minutes (not shown), which is within 20% of a well-tuned baseline [4]. This slight performance gap is due to an extra data conversion incurred by RLlib's async SGD compared to Distributed TensorFlow, which we are working to remove.
Finally, to better understand RLlib's advantage over the baseline in the PPO experiment, we ran microbenchmarks on a p2.16xl instance comparing RLlib's local multi-GPU SGD strategy with one using an allreduce in Table 2 . The fact that different SGD strategies perform better under different conditions demonstrates the value of a pluggable abstraction in which different implementations can be swapped in. An extended discussion of pluggable SGD can be found in Appendix C. There are many distributed reinforcement learning libraries [16, 19, 26, 28, 32, 48] . These often distribute computation by coupling the RL algorithm logic to an architecture relying on communication between long-running program replicas. As discussed above, this coupling inherently prevents components from encapsulating their internal parallelism and resource requirements. RLlib proposes using a task-based programming model to let each component control its own resources and degree of parallelism, enabling the easy composition and reuse of components.
Outside of reinforcement learning, there has been a strong effort to explore composition and integration between different deep learning frameworks. ONNX [10] , NNVM [9] , and Gluon [8] sit between model specifications and hardware to provide cross-library optimizations. Deep learning libraries [1, 11, 17, 31] themselves are a complementary effort, as they provide thorough support for the gradient-based optimization components that appear in RL algorithms.
More broadly, recent efforts to tackle cross-library integration in the data science community include Weld [43] , which provides an intermediate representation and compiler optimizations for popular data science libraries, and Apache Arrow [6] , which provides a common memory layout for fast serialization and data transfer between platforms.
A Algorithm Families
Policy Gradients: This family of algorithms such as Vanilla Policy Gradient [61] , TRPO [50, 51] , PPO [52] commonly utilize policy evaluation and gradient-based optimization in two separate phases, abiding to the generalized policy iteration model [55] . Some algorithms such as A3C [37] execute the two simultaneously.
Deep Q-Networks: Most DQN variants [14, 29, 38, 49, 57, 59] use a gradient-based optimizer to update the policy, but they additionally utilize a replay buffer as an off-policy data source.
Policy Gradient with Off Policy: These algorithms, such as DDPG [35] , Q-Prop [25] , ACER [58] , UNREAL [30] are extensions of an existing policy gradient method such as A3C that utilize an off policy data source such as a replay buffer to augment the training process.
Model-Based: This includes Model-Based combined with Model-Free learning. This family of algorithms, including I2A [60] , IBP [45] , Value Prediction Networks [42] , augments policy evaluation as a planning subroutine to inform the policy during a rollout.
Multi-Agent RL: Modern approaches in this area [36, 20, 39, 46] tend to use gradient-based optimizers along with parallel policy evaluation from each agent to collect data and update the policy. Experience replay [21] has also been considered in this setting.
Evolutionary Methods: Methods such as Evolutionary Strategies [47] and Covariance Matrix Adaptation [27] tend to rely on Derivative Free Optimization and Monte Carlo methods instead of Gradient Based Optimization.
In addition to these broader areas of RL, we also consider the design of large-scale RL systems:
AlphaGo: AlphaGo Zero [54] utilizes multiple parameter servers feeding from a replay buffer, updated from a self-play agent evaluating the best current policy. 
B Evolutionary Composition Case Study
C Choosing the right SGD strategy
Deep learning frameworks perform many internal optimizations such as operator fusion [9, 12] . However, in many RL workloads data transfers across non-differentiable graph boundaries (e.g. during simulation) incur significant overheads. In the cluster setting, the right physical strategy for RL optimization can vary depending on factors including:
1. Resource availability: It may be cost prohibitive to provision GPU devices on each node in a large compute cluster. In this case, it may makes sense to send sample data to nodes with GPUs. Alternatively, a large number of CPUs may be just as fast, e.g. as in A3C.
Relative data sizes:
If sample data is small relative to the model, it may be more efficient to send samples to the driver for SGD. Conversely if samples are large, network traffic is minimized by keeping them local to worker processes.
3. Algorithm: Algorithm-specific details can often be exploited. For example, PPO's loss function permits multiple SGD passes. Table 2 shows how this can be exploited in certain cases to amortize CPU-to-GPU copy costs, increasing SGD throughput by 6x.
RLlib chooses an initial SGD strategy based on simple algorithm and environment-specific heuristics. Thanks to the task-based programming model, it can also adaptively switch strategies based on runtime statistics (Figure 8 ). Figure 8 : RLlib can adaptively identify the best SGD strategy, switching to the optimal choice within a few iterations. Here the optimal strategy for A3C (computing gradients on the driver vs on remote workers) changes depending on whether the driver has access to a GPU. 
D Evaluation Hyperparameters
